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1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.1

The pre-application consultation opinion from An Bord Pleanála in relation to the proposed
strategic housing development at IVM House, nos. 31 and 31a Ravens Rock Road, Sandyford
Business Park, Dublin 18 was received on the 25th November 2021 (case reference no. ABP310399-21).

1.2

The opinion states that An Bord Pleanála “has considered the issues raised in the pre-application
consultation process and, having regard to the consultation meeting and the submission of the
planning authority, is of the opinion that the documents submitted with the request to enter into
consultations constitute a reasonable basis for an application for strategic housing development.”

1.3

Article 285(5)(b) of the Planning and Development (Strategic Housing Development) Regulations
2017 states:
‘(5) At the conclusion of a pre-application consultation, the Board may do either or both of the
following: (b) notify the prospective applicant that specified information should be submitted with
any application for permission for the proposed development, including photographs, plans, maps,
drawings or other material or particulars and, where the Board considers it appropriate, either or
both—’.

1.4

The pre-application consultation opinion from An Bord Pleanála states pursuant to Article
285(5)(b) that the following specific information should be submitted with any application for
permission:
•

•

•

“In accordance with section 5(5)(b) of the Act of 2016, as amended, any application made on foot
of this opinion should be accompanied by a statement that in the prospective applicant’s opinion
the proposal is consistent with the relevant objectives of the development plan for the area. Such
statement should have regard to the development plan or local area plan in place or, likely to be
in place, at the date of the decision of the Board in respect of any application for permission under
section 4 of the Act. In this regard the implications of the likely adoption of the Dun LaoghaireRathdown Development Plan 2022-2028 on the acceptability, or otherwise, of all aspects of the
proposed development should be clearly set out in the submitted documentation.”
“Justification, and where appropriate amendment, to demonstrate that the proposed residential
amenities and residential support facilities are sufficient to serve the proposed development, in
accordance with SPPR 7 of the Apartment Guidelines.”
“Justification, and where appropriate amendment, to demonstrate that the proposed car parking
quantity is appropriate, having regard to local, regional and national policy on same. To this end,
matters raised in at the Tri-Partite Meeting and as set out in the Planning Authority’s submission
on this proposal, including that as set out within the Transportation report should be addressed in
any report/justification relating to the outlined transport issues.”

•

“A Sunlight/Daylight/Overshadowing analysis showing an acceptable level of residential amenity
for future occupiers and existing residents, which includes details on the standards achieved within
the proposed residential units, in private and shared open space, and in public areas within the
development and in adjacent properties. This report should address the full extent of requirements
of BRE209/BS2011, as applicable.”

•

“Relevant reports/drawings etc that considers the impact of the proposed development on the
development potential of neighbouring sites and consideration of any potential impacts of adjacent
development on the amenity of future occupiers of this proposed development.”

John Spain Associates

•

“A Housing Quality Assessment (HQA) which provides the specific information regarding the
proposed apartments units as required by the Sustainable Urban Housing: Design Standards for
New Apartments Guidelines for Planning Authorities (December, 2020). The assessment should
also demonstrate how the proposed apartments comply with the various requirements of those
guidelines, including its specific planning policy requirements..”

•

“Drainage details such as would clearly address and respond to comments within the internal
report from the Drainage Division of the Planning Authority, namely additional details as relates
to surface water proposals and additional details as relates to Flood Risk..”

•

“Additional CGIs/visualisations/3D modelling.”

•

“All supporting technical/environmental reports to be updated as required”

•

“A plan of the proposed open spaces within the site clearly delineating public, communal and
private spaces, and the relevant zoning objective that pertains to each area of open space.
Additional details of tree protection measures are also required, specifically in relation to those
trees to be retained on the northern boundary of the site.”

•

“A site layout plan indicating what areas, if any, are to be taken in charge by the planning
authority.”

•

“Where the applicant considers that the proposed strategic housing development would materially
contravene the relevant development plan or local area plan, other than in relation to the zoning
of the land, a statement indicating the plan objective(s) concerned and why permission should,
nonetheless, be granted for the proposed development, having regard to a consideration specified
in section 37(2)(b) of the Planning and Development Act 2000. Notices published pursuant to
Section 8(1)(a) of the Act of 2016 and Article 292 (1) of the Regulations of 2017, shall refer to any
such statement in the prescribed format. The notice and statement should clearly indicate which
Planning Authority statutory plan it is proposed to materially contravene.”

•

“The information referred to in article 299B(1)(b)(ii)(II) and article 299B(1)(c) of the Planning and
Development Regulations 2001-2018, unless it is proposed to submit an EIAR at application
stage.”

1.5

A detailed response to each of the points raised above has been provided within this response
report and has been included as part of the planning application documentation.

1.6

The Opinion from the Board also notes that:
“Pursuant to article 285(5)(a) of the Planning and Development (Strategic Housing Development)
Regulations 2017, the prospective applicant is informed that the following authorities should be
notified in the event of the making of an application arising from this notification in accordance
with section 8(1)(b) of the Planning and Development (Housing) and Residential Tenancies Act
2016:”
1.
Irish Water
2.
National Transport Authority
3.
Transport Infrastructure Ireland
4.
Dun Laoghaire Rathdown Childcare Committee.

1.7

1

With reference to the above, the above Authorities have been sent a copy of this SHD application.

Planning & Development Consultants
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2.0

STATEMENT OF RESPONSE TO SPECIFIC INFORMATION REQUIRED

2.1

The following sets out how the applicant has addressed the Board’s request for additional
information in respect of the proposed development.

Item no. 2 – Residential Amenity
2.8

“Justification, and where appropriate amendment, to demonstrate that the proposed residential
amenities and residential support facilities are sufficient to serve the proposed development, in
accordance with SPPR 7 of the Apartment Guidelines.”

Item no. 1 – Planning Policy
2.2

Item no. 1 states:
2.9
“In accordance with section 5(5)(b) of the Act of 2016, as amended, any application made on foot
of this opinion should be accompanied by a statement that in the prospective applicant’s opinion
the proposal is consistent with the relevant objectives of the development plan for the area. Such
statement should have regard to the development plan or local area plan in place or, likely to be
in place, at the date of the decision of the Board in respect of any application for permission under
section 4 of the Act. In this regard the implications of the likely adoption of the Dun LaoghaireRathdown Development Plan 2022-2028 on the acceptability, or otherwise, of all aspects of the
proposed development should be clearly set out in the submitted documentation.”

2.3

2.4

2.5

(b) Accompanied by detailed proposals for supporting communal and recreational amenities to be
provided as part of the BTR development. These facilities to be categorised as:
(i) Resident Support Facilities - comprising of facilities related to the operation of the development
for residents such as laundry facilities, concierge and management facilities, maintenance/repair
services, waste management facilities, etc.

We refer to the Statement of Consistency and Planning Report prepared by John Spain Associates
which accompanies this application. The statement addresses the requirements of the Dun
Laoghaire Rathdown County Development Plan 2016-2022 and the Sandyford Urban Framework
Plan contained therein. The statement also addresses the relevant policy provisions contained
within the newly adopted Dun Laoghaire Rathdown County Development Plan 2022-2028 and the
Sandyford Urban Framework Plan contained at Appendix 17 therein. The County Development
Plan 2022-2028 was adopted on 11th of March 2022 and will come into effect on the 22nd of April
2022. It will therefore be the relevant plan in affect at the time of decision making by the Board.

(ii)Resident Services and Amenities – comprising of facilities for communal recreational and other
activities by residents including sports facilities, shared TV/lounge areas, work/study spaces,
function rooms for use as private dining and kitchen facilities, etc.”
2.10

We also refer to the Statement of Material Contravention prepared by John Spain Associates
which addresses both the 2016-2022 and the emerging newly adopted County Development Plan
2022-2026, in the event the Board considers elements of the proposal to be a material
contravention of the plan. Therefore, this is not repeated here in detail.

In response to the above, the design team undertook a review of the quantum of residential
amenities and residential support facilities provided within the building. The location of the facilities
was also considered. A full response to the above item is included at Section 6 of the Architectural
Design Statement by HJL.
Resident Services and Amenities

2.11

As set out in detail in the accompanying architectural Design Statement prepared Henry J Lyons
Architects, a resident’s lounge and co-working space have been provided at ground floor level
(160sqm) directly fronting Carmanhall Road and the main entrance to the building. This will also
adjoin and overlook the proposed public open space at the front of the site.

2.12

A second lounge in addition to a resident’s gym (including outdoor terrace training space) are
provided at first floor level (132sqm). The proposed uses have been provided following
consultation with Hooke MacDonald Property Consultants who are experienced managers of
similar style build-to-rent developments. As set out in the accompanying Operational Management
Plan, the proposed uses and their locations at first and second floor level (accessible to all
residents) will provide a suitable range of services and amenities for the enjoyment of the future
occupants of the building.

2.13

As shown at figures 1 and 2 below, the locations of the spaces have been carefully chosen to
provide an active frontage at ground floor level and overlooking of the public open space from first
floor level. The first floor lounge will connect directly to the external central courtyard also for
resident use. The proposal provides practical and useable spaces for the future residents of the
building.

In summary, the statement includes a detailed assessment of the proposal in relation to the
requirements of the Urban Development and Building Height Guidelines (2018) (the guidelines)
and the National Planning Framework. Specifically, we note the guidelines state;

The subject application meets this requirement. We also refer to the accompanying Architectural
Design Statement prepared by Henry J Lyons Architects (HJL) which sets out the design rationale
for the proposal. In addition, a Design, Townscape and Visual Assessment has been prepared by
Citydesigner and describes the development as follows:
“The proposed development would appear as a high-quality, distinctive residential building at the
centre of the view. It would confidently but sensitively mark the corner of Carmanhall Road and
Ravens Rock Road, its lower levels shrouded in a rich band of landscaping that incorporates
several fine mature trees, from behind which its elegant, buff brick and bronzed-aluminium form
emerges.”

2.7

In relation to supporting residential amenities, Specific Planning Policy Requirement 7 (b) states:
“BTR development must be:

“to meet the needs of a growing population without growing out urban areas outwards requires
more focus in planning policy and implementation term on reusing previously developed
“brownfield” land, building up urban infill sites (which may not have been built on before) and either
reusing or redeveloping existing sites and buildings that may not be in the optimal usage or format
taking into account contemporary and future requirements”.
2.6

Item no. 2 seeks:

It is respectfully submitted that the accompanying documentation as outlined in the preceding
paragraphs address the requirements of point 1 of the Board’s opinion.

John Spain Associates
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Figure 1 - Ground floor internal resident amenity spaces

Figure 2 - Second floor internal resident amenity spaces

(Source: HJL Design Statement)
Resident Support Facilities
(Source: HJL Design Statement)
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2.14

As shown in figures 1 and 2 above, resident support facilities are provided at ground floor level in
the form of a waste management room and a large cycle storage room, including a bicycle repair
facility.

2.15

In addition, postal boxes will be provided at two separate locations at ground floor level. Larger
items will be delivered to special larger parcel boxes adjacent to the carpark for ease of access.
Smaller parcels will be available for collection (internally) at to the front entrance of the building,
adjacent to the resident’s lounge.

2.16

Management of the parcel collection units in addition to the wider building as a whole will be
undertaken by the management company as outlined in the operational management plan:

Planning & Development Consultants
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“It is envisaged that there will be active property management of the development with a handson operational team, some of whom will visit the development at different times on a weekly basis.
A professional property management services provider will be appointed (the “Property
Manager”).

2.22

“Residential Travel Plans are developed for the purpose of promoting and enhancing travel via
more sustainable modes of transport. They serve to identify travel demand strategies that reduce
single occupancy private car travel, which in turn reduces traffic congestion, noise pollution and
environmental impacts.”

The Property Managers key responsibility will be for the management of day-to-day operations
including facilities management and customer engagement, both in person and electronically.
It is planned that there will be an internationally recognised internet-based building and
relationship management application utilised as part of the management approach for the
development (BuildingLink http://www.buildinglink.com).”
2.17

In addition to the TTS, a Residential Travel Plan (RTP) has also been prepared by CS Consulting
Engineers which seeks to:

2.23

The RTP includes a detailed review of the existing public transport options available to future
residents proximate to the site. The plan seeks to encourage an alternative to private car based
travel to and from the site. It is evident given the availability of public transport (buses and Luas)
within walking distance of the site that the proposed offering of shared car parking options will be
suitable to cater for future residents of the development.

2.24

In addition, it is noted that the subject site is within a 350m (4 minute walk) of the green line Luas
stop at Stillorgan. In addition, the site is within a 5 walk of the Beacon South Quarter including
Dunnes Stores, a local pharmacy, numerous restaurants, a medical centre, bank, gyms and a
range of other services and shops. There is an Aldi also within a 7 minute of the site.

2.25

Further to the above services, the site is located with Sandyford Business Estate which includes
a large number of large scale employment opportunities including the Royal College of Surgeons,
Google, numerous car dealerships, furniture stores, and a range of other large scaler employers.
It is respectfully submitted that the needs of the future residents of the development will be catered
for in the immediate neighbourhood. Longer journeys can be easily accommodated via the
numerous available public transport options and the 9 no. share car options will also provide an
alternative to private car based travel when needed.

2.26

We refer the Board to national policy guidance in the form of Project Ireland 2040 – National
Planning Framework which states

It is respectfully submitted that the proposal fully meets the requirements of SPPR 7 of the
Sustainable Urban Housing: Design Standards for New Apartments 2020.
Item no. 3
“Justification, and where appropriate amendment, to demonstrate that the proposed car parking
quantity is appropriate, having regard to local, regional and national policy on same. To this end,
matters raised in at the Tri-Partite Meeting and as set out in the Planning Authority’s submission
on this proposal, including that as set out within the Transportation report should be addressed in
any report/justification relating to the outlined transport issues”

2.18

The subject application is accompanied by a Traffic and Transport Statement prepared by CS
Consulting. The TTS notes a provision of 9 no. car share spaces at the site, in addition to 1 no.
disabled parking space, equating to a total of 10 no. carparking spaces which will be located in an
undercroft parking area accessible from Ravens Rock Road. We also refer the Board to the
Statement of Consistency and Planning Report by John Spain Associates and the Material
Contravention Statement also prepared by John Spain Associates. Both reports include a
justification and rationale for the proposed carparking provision in addition to the assessment
prepared by CS Consulting Engineers.

2.19

Table 8.2.3 Residential Land Use – Car Parking Standards of the DLR County Development Plan
2016-2022 requires a total of 119 no. car parking spaces at the site based on a requirement of 1
space per 1- bed unit and 1.5 spaces per 2 bed unit. These are described as ‘standard’ parking
provision within the plan.

2.20

The proposed amendments to the draft DLR County Development Plan 2022-2028 state:

“In particular, general restriction on building height or universal standards for car parking or
garden size may not be applicable in all circumstances in urban areas and should be replaced by
performance-based criteria appropriate to general locations e.g. city/ town centre, public transport
hub, inner suburban, public transport corridor, outer suburban, town, village etc”.
2.27

National Policy Objective 27 further states: “Ensure the integration of safe and convenient
alternatives to the car into the design of our communities, by prioritising walking and cycling
accessibility to both existing and proposed developments, and integrating physical activity facilities
for all ages.”

2.28

The proposed development is designed to minimise reliance on private car use and encourage
sustainable modes of transport. The reduced car parking provision proposed and high levels of
cycle parking (234 no. spaces) is to encourage a sustainable alternative mode of transport to the
motorcar. The National Planning Framework seeks to minimise car-parking in accessible
locations and to maximise a modal shift to public transport due to proximity to public transport
routes.

2.1

We also refer to the Sustainable Urban Housing: Design Standards for New Apartments,
Guidelines for Planning Authorities (Apartment Guidelines 2020). SPPR 8 of the guidelines details
the following for Built-to-Rent developments:

Figure 3 – Extract Proposed amendments to draft DLR County Development Plan 2022-2028

2.21

This equates to a 68 no car parking spaces. It is noted that the above are maximum rates. A
minimum of 2 no. car share spaces are required. A total of 9 no. car share spaces have been
provided.

John Spain Associates
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“Study E assessed the levels of sunlight amenity which would be available to the accommodation
which is being proposed as part of this development. The results of this assessment indicate that
53% and 57% of units would meet or exceed advisory minimums for annual and winter sunlight
access, respectively. The proportion of units capable of securing advisory minimum levels of
annual and winter sunlight access increases when the unique levels of sunlight available to
secondary rooms (bedrooms etc.) are accounted for. When this relaxation is applied the proportion
of units which can secure the advisory minimum levels of annual sunlight access is found to be
77%; the equivalent compliance rate identified for winter sunlight levels is found to be 76%.”

(iii) There shall be a default of minimal or significantly reduced car parking provision on the
basis of BTR development being more suitable for central locations and/or proximity to public
transport services. The requirement for a BTR scheme to have a strong central management regime
is intended to contribute to the capacity to establish and operate shared mobility measures;

2.2

It is therefore considered that the proposed development is considered to be in accordance with
sustainable development principles, as set out in national policy guidance in terms of the proposed
car parking provision.
Item no. 4

2.8

“A Sunlight/Daylight/Overshadowing analysis showing an acceptable level of residential amenity
for future occupiers and existing residents, which includes details on the standards achieved within
the proposed residential units, in private and shared open space, and in public areas within the
development and in adjacent properties. This report should address the full extent of requirements
of BRE209/BS2011, as applicable.”
2.3

“Accepting that the amenity of an interior space is far more reliant on the levels of skylight it
receives, relative to the amount of sunlight, it is important to recognise that the departures
identified Study E do not automatically indicate that the unit in question would be insufficiently lit.
Further to this, it is important to recognise that in some instances, where sunlight levels fall short
of guidelines, it is the presence of balconies above main windows which create the restriction. In
these instances, where sunlight amenity is provided to the exterior balcony space it is reasonable
to propose that a significant amount of leniency should be extended to departures predicted for
associated living spaces.”

We refer the Board to the suite of detailed and comprehensive Sunlight/daylight analysis provided
by BPG3:
•
•
•

Daylight Report 1 of 3 – Daylight Impact Report: Assessment of Daylight Impacts
Associated with a Proposed Residential Development on Ravens Rock Road, Sandyford,
Dublin 18;
Daylight Report 2 of 3 – Assessment of Daylight adequacy within a proposed development
on Ravens Rock Road, Sandyford, Dublin 18 (traditional testing); and
Daylight Report 3 of 3 – Assessment of Daylight Adequacy within a proposed development
on Ravens Rock Road, Sandyford, Dublin 18 (EN17037 testing).

2.4

Report 2 responds directly to item 4 above. We respectfully refer the Board to the Sustainable
Urban Housing: Design Standards for New Apartments – Guidelines for Planning Authorities, 2020
and Urban Development and Building Heights – Guidelines for Planning Authorities, 2018, which
both require the assessment of daylight adequacy within proposed developments be assessed
with regard to the recommendations provided in the BRE (Building Research Establishment) guide
‘Site layout planning for daylight and sunlight - A guide to good practice’ 2nd Edition and BS 82062: 2008 – ‘Lighting for Buildings – Part 2: Code of Practice for Daylighting’, British Standards
Institute, 2008.

2.5

Accordingly, in the absence of any other legislation to state otherwise, this testing regime forms
the basis of the results presented in Daylight Report 1 of 3 and 2 of 3.

2.6

Study D of Report 2 of 3 includes an assessment of skylight amenity available within the proposed
accommodation (ADF) and the concludes as follows:

BPG3 further conclude:

2.9

Study F assessed the levels of sunlight amenity which would be available to the external amenity
spaces which are being proposed as part of this development (both public open space areas and
communal resident open space areas). The assessment concludes:
“The results of this study demonstrate that the residents of this scheme would have access to
acceptable levels of outdoor sunlight amenity.”

2.10

It is noted that terrace 3 (communal amenity space) does not conform to the recommended
guidelines. Accordingly, the space was excluded from the external resident communal amenity
space calculation. As outlined in the Housing Quality Assessment the proposal provides in excess
of the required external amenity space notwithstanding this exclusion. The space will be used as
an outdoor terrace area in conjunction with the gym which does not require extensive amounts of
sunlight given the use. It is further noted that the space would receive more that the required
sunlight hours in the summer months.

“Study D assessed the level of skylight amenity which would be available within the proposed
accommodation. The results of this study indicate that advisory minimums would be satisfied in a
clear majority of cases (a conformity rate of 86% is calculated). With the benefit of closer
examination it is BPG3’s view that it is appropriate to assume that 96% of the habitable rooms
proposed within this development would be provided with reasonable levels of internal skylight
amenity.”
2.7

Study E of Report 2 of 3 includes an assessment of direct sunlight access available to the
proposed development. This was assessed using the Annual Probable Sunlight Hours (APSH)
measure. The assessment concludes:

John Spain Associates
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Figure 4 - Extract from Report 2 of 3 showing sunlight to outdoor amenity spaces
(communal and public)

2.16

We note the massing on the adjoining sites has been carefully considered in order to create a
street wall which would provide a sense of enclosure on both Carmanhall and Ravens Rock Roads
as envisaged by the SUFP 2022-2028 (see below figure). The approach to providing indicative
massing of future development on adjoining sites is accepted both around the country and
internationally. This approach is often used when site amalgamation cannot be accommodated
for various reasons or, as in this instance, allowance has been made for a similar scale
development on adjoining sites. It is respectfully submitted that the proposed solution is an
improved architectural outcome when compared to the alternative of a blank gable wall and will
deliver the envisaged massing and streetscape treatment as per the SUFP 2022-2028.
Figure 5 - Extract - Drawing 11 – Design Principles and Character Areas

Indicative location of the site

(Source: BPG3)
2.11

Following a review of adjoining and surrounding developments, no existing residential properties
were identified in proximity to the site that would have the potential to be effected by the proposed
development. It is noted that the above is a brief summary and the full assessment, results and
conclusions are included in detail in the accompanying Report 2 of 3 prepared by BPG3.
Item no. 5

2.12

Item no. 5 of the An Bord Pleanála opinion states:
“Relevant reports/drawings etc that considers the impact of the proposed development on the
development potential of neighbouring sites and consideration of any potential impacts of adjacent
development on the amenity of future occupiers of this proposed development.

2.13

We refer the Board to the Design Statement prepared by HJL Architects. An initial massing
exercise has been undertaken to better understand the development potential of the neighbouring
sites in response to the above item.

2.14

We refer to Drawing 11 of the SUFP 2022-2028 (extract below) which includes an indicative design
principles and character area layout for the area.

2.15

This has been used to inform the massing diagrams prepared by HJL Architects which mirror the
massing of the proposal to a degree. However, it must be acknowledged that this exercise has
been carried out simply to mirror the scale of the proposed scheme on the adjoining sites, detailed
design has not been undertaken in any way. Any future development on the sites would be subject
to detailed design and further site analysis.

John Spain Associates

(Source: SUFP 2022-2028)

2.17

6

The results of the massing studies have been used to inform Report 1 of 3 prepared by BPG3 and
provide an indicative scenario for sunlight/daylight access to a similar scale development on the
sites. The studies have also informed an impact assessment in reversal on the subject site
whereby potential overshadowing of the subject site has been considered as result of the future
development of the adjoining sites in the same context.
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2.18

The result demonstrate that development of a similar scale can be accommodated on the adjoining
sites. The BPG3 report concludes:

Figure 7 - Indicative massing shown on adjoining sites

“When the assessment is extended to consider the degree to which accommodation located within
notional future developments, on adjacent sites, would be capable of accessing adequate skylight
access, the results obtained are broadly positive. Assuming the units present within the future
development on neighbouring sites are designed with reasonable regard to the principles of good
daylighting, predictions indicate that good levels of internal daylighting would be generally
achievable; see Appendix I: Skylight available to neighbouring future developments” .
Figure 6 - Indicative massing on adjoining sites

(Source: HJL Design Statement)

(Source: HJL Design Statement)

John Spain Associates
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2.19

Of note, it is acknowledged that the south-west elevation and the north-west elevation are located
in proximity to the adjoining boundaries. However, the building has been carefully designed to
avoid any overlooking of neighbouring properties. The proposed panels (circled yellow in the
figures below) comprise ‘opaque’ glazing and do not allow for overlooking of adjoining properties.

2.20

The proposed elevational treatment provides for articulation of the façade and ventilation purposes
only and does not allow for daylight access. Therefore, the corresponding rooms do not rely on
these panels for daylight access. Daylight is available through alternative windows in the rooms.
The proposed elevational treatment provides for articulation of the façade and ventilation purposes
only. The proposal has been carefully designed as demonstrated in the accompanying
Architectural Design Statement to allow for the future development of the adjoining sites to a
similar scale.
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Figure 8 - North-West Elevation – opaque panels circled yellow

Item no. 6
“A Housing Quality Assessment (HQA) which provides the specific information regarding the
proposed apartments units as required by the Sustainable Urban Housing: Design Standards for
New Apartments Guidelines for Planning Authorities (December, 2020). The assessment should
also demonstrate how the proposed apartments comply with the various requirements of those
guidelines, including its specific planning policy requirements.”
2.21

In response to item no.6 we refer the Board to the enclosed Housing Quality Assessment (HQA)
prepared by Henry J Lyons Architects. The HQA demonstrates full compliance with Sustainable
Urban Housing: Design Standards for New Apartments Guidelines for Planning Authorities
(December, 2020).
Item no. 7
“A report that specifically addresses the proposed materials and finishes to the scheme including
specific detailing of external finishes, the treatment of balconies and boundary treatments. In this
regard, the location of the screening for a number of the ground floor units appears to be outside
the redline boundary of the site and the applicant should address same in the application
documentation.”

2.22

In response to item no. 7 we refer the Board to the enclosed Architectural Design Statement
prepared by Henry J Lyons Architects Section
Item no. 8 – Drainage Details
“Drainage details such as would clearly address and respond to comments within the internal
report from the Drainage Division of the Planning Authority, namely additional details as relates
to surface water proposals and additional details as relates to Flood Risk.”

Figure 9 - South - West Elevation - opaque panels circled yellow
2.23

We refer the Board to Appendix A of the accompanying Engineering Services Report prepared by
CS Consulting which includes a detailed response to each item raised by the Planning Authority
Drainage Division.
Item no. 9 – CGIs
“Additional CGIs/visualisations/3D modelling.”

2.24

14 no. viewpoints have been assessed as part of this application and are detailed in the
accompanying Design, Townscape and Visual Assessment by Citydesigner. In relation to other
views considered, the report states:
“A total of 23 views were initially selected for exploratory purposes and design development, and
these were shared with Dún Laoghaire-Rathdown County Council during the pre-application
process. Of these, 14 views are assessed in this chapter, the remainder disregarded owing to the
limited visibility of the proposed development when tested in preliminary verified visualisations.”

2.25

John Spain Associates
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These viewpoints are indicated in the blue in the below figure:
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Item 11 – Open Space and Tree Protection

Figure 10 - Viewpoints considered by Citydesigner

“A plan of the proposed open spaces within the site clearly delineating public, communal and
private spaces, and the relevant zoning objective that pertains to each area of open space.
Additional details of tree protection measures are also required, specifically in relation to those
trees to be retained on the northern boundary of the site.”
2.28

We refer the Board to drawing number L2002 prepared by Park Hood Landscape Architects which
clearly shows the areas of public, communal and private open space within the development (See
Figure 11 below). Public open space is provided in the area zoned open space at the frontage of
the site adjacent to Carmanhall Road, in accordance with the zoning map as shown in the figure
below. Communal open space is provided in the form of a podium garden at first floor level and a
series of roof gardens at 5th 6th and 10th floor levels as shown on drawings 1070, 1071, 1075, 1076
and 1080. Further details of the treatment and finishing proposed for each of the spaces is
included in suite of drawings prepared by Park Hood.
Figure 11 - Redline boundary overlaid on the zoning map

2.26

The report further concludes:
“Viewpoints from other locations were also considered, including from Blackthorn Park, Sandyford
LUAS stop, the Beacon Hospital, Sandyford Road, and the N31 and M50. However, preliminary
photography indicated that the visibility of the scheme from such locations is likely to be very
limited owing to their distance from the scheme and/or the lack of axial streets and screening
capabilities of the intervening townscape and areas of tree planting. Therefore, verified views from
these locations are not assessed within this document. Full details of those other views considered
for assessment, but ultimately discarded, are provided at Appendix 2.”
Item 10 – Environmental Reports
“All supporting technical/environmental reports to be updated as required”

2.27

The application is accompanied by the following Environmental Reports:
Assessment
Appropriate Assessment Screening
Ecological impact Assessment
Bat Survey
EIA Screening Report
Section 299B Statement

John Spain Associates

Author
Enviroguide
Enviroguide
Enviroguide
AWN Consulting
AWN Consulting

Source: HJL Architects
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Figure 13 - Ground floor plan showing proposed public open space area fronting
Carmanhall Road

Figure 12 - Public/communal open space areas

(Source: Park Hood Landscape Architects)
Source: HJL Architects
2.29

We also refer the Board to the Arboricultural Report by Charles McCorkell Arboricultural
Consultancy which includes a detailed tree protection plan. Section 8 of the assessment makes
the following recommendations which have been incorporated into the landscape and services
design for the site and will be further incorporated into the construction design for the proposed
development as required:
•
•

•
•

John Spain Associates
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Tree protective barriers and ground protection should be installed during the development
as detailed on the Tree Protection Plan at Appendix B.
The protective fencing measures and ground protection to be installed must comply with
the recommendations outlined within BS 5837: 2012 ‘Trees in relation to design, demolition
and construction – Recommendations’. Refer to fencing detail on the Tree Protection Plan
at Appendix B and ground protection measures at Appendix C.
No materials or equipment other than those required to install tree protection will be
delivered to the site until all fencing and ground protection is in place.
Site supervision should be carried out by an arboricultural consultant at key stages of the
project to ensure that retained trees can be successfully protected during the development
Planning & Development Consultants
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2.31

Figure 14 - Tree protection plan

It is noted that the public open space area fronting Carmanhall Road (shown dark green below) is
not proposed to be taken in charge at this time. It was considered premature pending delivery of
the adjoining elements of the future proposed linear park to the west. Nonetheless, the public open
space area has been designed so it can easily be taken in charge at the appropriate time. It will
be managed and maintained by the site management company until this time.
Figure 15 - Open space areas

Item 13
“Where the applicant considers that the proposed strategic housing development would materially
contravene the relevant development plan or local area plan, other than in relation to the zoning
of the land, a statement indicating the plan objective(s) concerned and why permission should,
nonetheless, be granted for the proposed development, having regard to a consideration specified
in section 37(2)(b) of the Planning and Development Act 2000. Notices published pursuant to
Section 8(1)(a) of the Act of 2016 and Article 292 (1) of the Regulations of 2017, shall refer to any
such statement in the prescribed format. The notice and statement should clearly indicate which
Planning Authority statutory plan it is proposed to materially contravene.”

Source: Charles McCorkell Arboricultural Consultancy
Item 12
“A site layout plan indicating what areas, if any, are to be taken in charge by the planning
authority.”
2.30

We refer the Board to drawing number L2002 prepared by Park Hood Landscape Architects which
shows the area to be taken in charge – extract below. This area includes the area of the application
site where the applicant proposes to undertake improvement works to the public realm. The area
is currently in the ownership of Dun Laoghaire Rathdown County Council and a letter of consent
accompanies the application. Once the proposed works are completed to the satisfaction of the
Council, the area will be taken in charge.

John Spain Associates
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We refer the Board to the Statement of Material Contravention prepared by John Spain Associates
which addressed the above requirement. We also refer the Board to the accompanying site and
newspaper notices which also address the above requirements outlined. An addendum to the
material contravention statement is provided in which potential material contraventions of the
newly adopted development plan 2022-2026 is considered and justified by reference to the criteria
under section 37(2)(b).
Planning & Development Consultants
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Item 14
“The information referred to in article 299B(1)(b)(ii)(II) and article 299B(1)(c) of the Planning and
Development Regulations 2001-2018, unless it is proposed to submit an EIAR at application
stage.”
2.32

In response to the above, we refer the Board to the accompanying Regulation 299B Statement
prepared by AWN Consulting.

3.0

CONCLUSIONS

3.1

This document outlines how the items raised in the pre-application consultation opinion from An
Bord Pleanála in relation to the proposed residential development at lands at 31 and 31a Ravens
Rock Road, Sandyford Business Park, Dublin 18 have been addressed in full by the applicant and
design team prior to lodgement of the application to An Bord Pleanála.

3.2

The document also addresses the specific information requested by An Bord Pleanála and
identifies the source or location of the response within the planning submission documentation.

3.3

The relevant prescribed authorities identified in the pre-application consultation opinion from An
Bord Pleanála have also been notified of the submission of the planning application in accordance
with Section 8(1)(b) of the Planning and Development (Housing) and Residential Tenancies Act
2016.

3.4

The layout and design changes incorporated into the final scheme will result in improvements to
the overall design and layout and will provide a sustainable approach to the development of these
lands. It is respectfully considered that the proposed development is consistent with the proper
planning and sustainable development of the area, and is consistent with all relevant national,
regional and local planning policies and guidelines.

John Spain Associates
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